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Program Description

Overview: 

Storefront fabrication and delivery is done in two primary ways; 
stick built transported on glazier work trucks or pre-glazed 
fabrication followed by jobsite delivery direct from the factory.

A majority of framing systems used in the stick built process are 
flush-glazed, center set weep systems.  These systems don’t require 
any sophisticated equipment.

Pre-glazed systems are typically wet seal, non-weep designs.  This 
course is focused on the fabrication, assembly, delivery of hurricane-
resistant (impact) storefront and entrance doors. Impact products 
require additional attention to manufacturing standards due to the 
safety of structures and occupants within.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that the course will present the two methods of storefront fabrication, assembly, delivery and installation.  The importance of proper fabrication and assembly should be stressed with impact resistant products due to critical nature of their performance during a hurricane.



Learning Objectives

 Be able to differentiate between a hurricane-resistant (impact) pre-
glazed storefront system vs. stick built storefront assembly process

 Be able to differentiate between a hurricane-resistant (impact) pre-
glazed storefront system vs. stick built storefront delivery and 
installation process

 Be able to explain to General Contractors the time, jobsite safety and 
liability advantages of a pre-glazed storefront delivery system

 Be able to evaluate cost and value differences between pre-glazed 
storefront delivery system and stick built assembly including product 
integrity, handling and transportation, safety and speed of installation

Purpose

The purpose of this course is to present the two different methods, 
advantages and disadvantages, as well as potential safety and liability 
exposure.  At the conclusion, participants should:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this course is to present the two different methods, advantages and disadvantages, as well as potential safety and liability exposure.  At the conclusion, participants should:Be able to differentiate between a hurricane-resistant (impact) pre-glazed storefront system vs. stick built storefront assembly processBe able to differentiate between a hurricane-resistant (impact) pre-glazed storefront system vs. stick built storefront delivery and installation processBe able to explain to General Contractors the time, jobsite safety and liability advantages of a pre-glazed storefront delivery systemBe able to evaluate cost and value differences between pre-glazed storefront delivery system and stick built assembly including product integrity, handling and transportation, safety and speed of installation



Impact Glass

 Before we get started discussing pre-glazed and stick built 
systems we would like to discuss impact/hurricane glass. 
Although both systems will use the same type of glass, in 
the following slides we will discuss the basics.



Impact Glass

As mentioned in the program description impact-resistant 
storefront fabrication and delivery is done in two primary 
ways; stick built transported on glazier work trucks or pre-
glazed fabrication followed by jobsite delivery direct from the 
factory. The type of impact glass used in both systems will 
typically be the same and will be based on the design criteria 
and system limits. 
Proper fabrication and assembly should be stressed with 
impact resistant products due to the critical nature of the 
performance of the system during a hurricane.

Impact Glass 
 Impact glass is typically ⁄𝟗𝟗 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏” laminated glass weighing 7 lbs per sf.
 1 ⁄𝟓𝟓 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏” impact glass exceeds 10 lbs per sf.  
 Larger panels (60” x 120”) will weigh in excess of 350 lbs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that the course will present the two methods of storefront fabrication, assembly, delivery and installation.  The importance of proper fabrication and assembly should be stressed with impact resistant products due to critical nature of their performance during a hurricane.



Impact Glass

Details:

Systems Stick Built System Pre-glazed System
Typical dimensions 1 ¾ x 4 ½ to 2” x 5” 1 ½” x 4 ½” to 1 ¾” x 5”

Profile example

Glazing Flush glazed Fin set
Screw locations In glazing pocket Behind the glass
Design pressures 50 psf to 80 psf 60 psf to 120 psf
Water pressure 7.5 lbs to 12 lbs 9 lbs to 18 lbs
Water design Weep system Wet sealed, non-weep
Maximum Available Dimensions For Both Systems:
Maximum Dimensions for pre-glazed is 5’x12’  [Verify with manufacturer]
Maximum Dimensions for stick built is 4’x12’

These are the 
main differences 
between a stick 
built impact 
system & a pre-
glazed impact 
system.  Both 
can be used in 
applications, but 
pre-glazed units 
are typically 
capable of 
withstanding 
greater design 
pressures and 
water pressure. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the main differences between a stick built impact system and a pre-glazed impact system.  Both can used in applications, but pre-glazed units are typically capable of withstanding greater design pressures and water pressure. 



Pre-Glazed vs. 
Stick-Built
Assembly

In the following slides we will discuss the assembly 
process for Pre-Glazed and Stick-Built systems.1

Be able to differentiate between a 
hurricane-resistant (impact) pre-
glazed storefront system vs. stick 
built impact storefront assembly 
process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be able to differentiate the assembly process between a pre-glazed storefront delivery system vs. stick built storefront assembly.  This section demonstrates the steps of each system through the fabrication and assembly process



Impact Stick-Built Assembly Process
In the following slides we will discuss Stick Built 
Impact Storefront assembly process from purchase 
through assembly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will start with the Stick-Built assembly process.



Assembly - Traditional Stick Built

 Glazier purchases stock lengths 
of aluminum extrusion

 Stock lengths are cut to size.  

 Proper deductions must be 
taken and cuts must be within 
1/16” of an inch to avoid frame 
distortion. 

 Most glaziers use a chop saw.
 Structural integrity of the 

framing system is critical for the 
system's performance during a 
hurricane

Chop saw set up for aluminum cutting

Note:
Stock lengths not cut properly can lead to water penetration, additional stress on the glazing and 
strain on the silicone sealant. Improper fabrication by the glazier will remove the system's 
manufacturer from resolving any future problems.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stock lengths not cut properly can lead to water penetration, additional stress on the glazing and strain on the silicone sealant.  Improper fabrication by the glazier will remove the system's manufacturer from resolving any future problems.



Assembly - Traditional Stick Built

 Installation holes are 
drilled in to the jambs, 
head and sill.  All must 
be in the right location 
in order to comply with 
product approvals.

 Improper screw 
locations can result in an 
inspection failure or 
product failure

 Assembly holes are drilled for horizontals.  
These must be accurate in order to avoid 
uneven interim spans on the jobsite. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building inspectors can hold up a project if installation holes are not correct.  Many systems require a different screw pattern dependent upon the width of the framing member.  The shop laborer fabricating the aluminum must be able to interim shop drawings and product approvals.  Inadequate fasteners or fasteners not in the correct locations can reduce to system's potential to withstand storm conditions.



Assembly - Traditional Stick Built

 Water deflectors need to be 
inserted at each horizontal in 
order to re-direct the flow of 
water in a weep system.

 Glazier then assembles frames.  
Even in weep systems, sealant 
must be applied where the 
horizontal joins a vertical. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water deflectors and adequate sealants are often steps skipped in assembly of stick built systems.  These steps are hidden from view on an installed product.  Water penetration will ultimately result once the weep system gets fully tested if these steps are omitted.  Next to structural failure of the glazing, water penetration is the next biggest concern during tropical cyclone.



Assembly - Traditional Stick Built

 Water deflectors and adequate sealants are often steps 
skipped in assembly of stick built systems. These steps are 
hidden from view on an installed product. Water 
penetration will ultimately result once the weep system 
gets fully tested if these steps are omitted. Next to 
structural failure of the glazing, water penetration is the 
next biggest concern during tropical cyclone.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water deflectors and adequate sealants are often steps skipped in assembly of stick built systems.  These steps are hidden from view on an installed product.  Water penetration will ultimately result once the weep system gets fully tested if these steps are omitted.  Next to structural failure of the glazing, water penetration is the next biggest concern during tropical cyclone.



Pre-glazed Impact Storefront Assembly Process

Pre-glazed impact storefront assembly 
process from order through assembly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let's review the pre-glazed assembly process.



Assembly – Pre-glazed Storefront System

 Manufacturer pulls metal from 
stock based on optimized
cutting lists.

 Optimized cutting lists improve 
yields and reduce 
waste. Partial drops can be 
used on subsequent 
projects. This ultimately drives 
down costs over 
time. Storefront 
manufacturers typically have 
standard finishes on hand, with 
custom paint either ordered 
from an extruder or mill finish 
material is pulled and sent to a 
local aluminum painter.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Optimized cutting lists improve yields and reduce waste.  Partial drops can be used on subsequent projects.  This ultimately drives down costs over time.   Storefront manufacturers typically have standard finishes on hand, with custom paint either ordered from an extruder or mill finish material is pulled and sent to a local aluminum painter.



Assembly – Pre-glazed Storefront System

 Stock lengths are cut to size using automated cutting table equipped 
with a digital readout to measure lengths. 

Automated saws are safe and when used with digital readers, they are very 
accurate. The solid construction and pistons to hold the stock lengths ensure a 
straight cut every time. Straight cuts reduce "torquing" of the frame and 
minimize water penetration by allowing a better seal at frame joints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automated saws are safe and when used with digital readers, they are very accurate.  The solid construction and pistons to hold the stock lengths ensure a straight cut every time.  Straight cuts reduce "torquing" of the frame and minimize water penetration by allowing a better seal at frame joints.



Assembly – Pre-glazed Storefront System

 Punch presses are used to 
create precision holes for the 
horizontal framing members. 

 Punch presses are also safer 
than drilling with jigs. Because 
the die is tailor made for the 
extrusion, it will produce 
accurate installation holes 
every time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Punch presses are also safer than drilling with jigs.  Because the die is tailor made for the extrusion, it will produce accurate installation holes every time.



Assembly – Pre-glazed Storefront System

 Installation holes 
fabricated per the 
product approval.

 At the manufacturer level, 
the mechanic drilling 
installation holes does it 
all day, everyday. This 
creates consistent, 
accurate installation holes 
in compliance with the 
product approval.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the manufacturer level, the mechanic drilling installation holes  does it all day, everyday.  This creates consistent, accurate installation holes in compliance with the product approval.



Assembly – Pre-glazed Storefront System

 Frames are assembled using 
manufacturer approved 
sealants, and proper 
fasteners.

 There are no shortcuts at the 
manufacturing level. Proper 
sealants prevent water 
penetration while proper 
assembly fasteners create the 
integrity of the unit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are no shortcuts at the manufacturing level.  Proper sealants prevent water penetration while proper assembly fasteners create the integrity of the unit.



Assembly – Pre-glazed Storefront System

 Units are glazed with structural silicone specified by the product approval.  
Silicone is applied to the frame in a horizontal position.  This creates the 
perfect environment for a uniform bead of sealant.

Creates a uniform 
bead of sealant.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural silicone is responsible for bonding the glass to the framing member.  In the event the glass is impacted, structural silicone is the only thing keeping the glass in place during a storm.  The silicone must be applied with the proper bead depth.  When a framed unit is glazed horizontally, it is much easier to get a uniform bead on all four sides of the unit.  Compare that to field glazing on a ladder and pumping silicone on frame header.�Field glazing must contend with jobsite dust, moisture and dirty framing members.  These are all variables that can affect the appearance and performance of the structural silicone.  Glazing in the controlled environment of a manufacturing facility eliminates field variables.



Assembly – Pre-glazed Storefront System

 Structural silicone is responsible for bonding the glass to the framing 
member. In the event the glass is impacted, structural silicone is the 
only thing keeping the glass in place during a storm. The silicone must 
be applied with the proper bead depth. When a framed unit is glazed 
horizontally, it is much easier to get a uniform bead on all four sides of 
the unit. Compare that to field glazing on a ladder and pumping 
silicone on frame header.

 Field glazing must contend with jobsite dust, moisture and dirty 
framing members. These are all variables that can affect the 
appearance and performance of the structural silicone. Glazing in the 
controlled environment of a manufacturing facility eliminates field 
variables.



Assembly – Pre-glazed Storefront System

 Completed frames are 
neatly packaged and 
placed on a pallet for 
delivery.

 Manufacturers have 
packaging to protect 
finished units during 
transportation and 
positioning for 
installation. Most 
manufacturers also 
have a crating 
department that can 
make custom pallets for 
the size of the finished 
units.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manufacturers have packaging to protect finished units during transportation and positioning for installation.  Most manufacturers also have a crating department that can make custom pallets for the size of the finished units.



Assembly –Summary

 Stick Built in Glazier’s shop
 Typically cut with chop saw
 Measured with tape 

measure
 Installation holes drilled w/ 

hand drill

 Pre-Glazed at manufacturer’s 
facility

 Assembled in a controlled 
environment 

 Precision equipment for 
cutting and drilling

 Specified fasteners used
 Units sealed per approvals
 Glazed horizontally in a 

factory setting

The integrity of the storefront system and its ability to withstand a tropical cyclone 
depends upon proper assembly.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remind the audience that the integrity of the storefront system and its ability to withstand a tropical cyclone depends upon proper assembly. 



Factory Pre-glazed Advantages

Factory 
Advantages

Controlled environment for 
frame sealant

Insures use of proper
fasteners

Controlled environment 
for silicone

Packaging to 
minimize damage

Precise aluminum 
cutting

Maximizes aluminum 
yield

Precise installation 
holes prep

Proper silicone 
application

Here is a summary of the advantages of a pre-glazed storefront system over a 
stick-built system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a summary of the advantages of a pre-glazed storefront system over a stick-built system.



Pre-Glazed vs. 
Stick-Built
Delivery & 
Installation

In this section we will discuss the 
differences in Delivery and installation 
between Pre-Glazed and Stick-Built. 2

Be able to differentiate 
between a hurricane-resistant 
(impact) pre-glazed storefront 
system vs. stick built impact 
storefront assembly process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be able to differentiate the assembly process between a pre-glazed storefront delivery system vs. stick built storefront assembly.  This section demonstrates the steps of each system through the fabrication and assembly process



Stick-Built
Impact Storefront Delivery & 

Installation

We can now take a look at the Delivery and 
Installation steps required for a stick-built system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can now take a look at the Delivery and Installation steps required for a stick-built system.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

Impact stick built systems are assembled, delivered 
and installed using the same methods as non-
impact stick built systems with a few differences:

 Water penetration – Sealing and water 
performance become a greater issue with impact 
systems.  The system has to contend with a storm 
event that causes driving rain for hours on end

 Inspections – High velocity hurricane zone areas 
are more dutiful in their inspections to ensure the 
integrity of the installation

 Performance – The system must be installed 
properly.  Failure during a storm event could be 
catastrophic

 Weight – The weight of laminated glass and 
insulated laminated require special handling

 Liabilities – Water damage and wind damage 
caused by system failure are serious issues that 
will be met with legal action

Storefront totally gone after hurricane

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though stick built systems are very similar whether they be impact or non-impact, special consideration must be taken to protect the integrity of the product during transportation and installation.  Safety becomes a concern with the weight of laminated glass.  Additionally, the repercussions of a failure with the storefront system are severe, dragging all parties into legal action.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Sill pans delivered to jobsite via a glazier 
work van.  They are usually cut to size on 
the jobsite.

 Sill pans set in openings with end dams 
sealed in place and splices added where 
length exceeds 12’

 Screws drilled through pan into substrate

 Sealant applied over screws to prevent 
water from seeping under pan

 Weep holes drilled into front of sill pan per 
manufacturer recommended locations

Worker cutting sill pans to fit on the 
jobsite 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often called the "last line of defense", sill pans can be the first line of failure.  Since typical stick-built systems allow water into the system and down into the sill pan, the sill pan becomes the most important component.  Anchoring screws must be sealed to prevent water from seeping under the sill pan.   The sill pan must also be canted forward so water does not pool in the system.  Pooling water will break down the silicone and find its way into the structure over time.  This work is conducted by field laborers who may vary in skill level.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Sill pans are the most vulnerable 
component of a traditional stick 
built system.  

 Because the system is designed 
to accept water and channel it 
into the sill pan, the sill pan has 
to be properly sealed or their will 
be water failure.

 Many stick built impact systems 
underperform water resistance 
because of the sill pan.  During a 
tropical storm, constant winds 
push against the system and the 
water is unable to weep out.  It 
eventually percolates over the 
back of the sill or finds another 
way into the structure.

Storefront water failure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often called the "last line of defense", sill pans can be the first line of failure.  Since typical stick-built systems allow water into the system and down into the sill pan, the sill pan becomes the most important component.  Anchoring screws must be sealed to prevent water from seeping under the sill pan.   The sill pan must also be canted forward so water does not pool in the system.  Pooling water will break down the silicone and find its way into the structure over time.  This work is conducted by field laborers who may vary in skill level.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Inspector contacted for 
screw inspection on sill pan

 Glazier waits for inspection 
to be complete

 Screw inspections are critical 
for impact resistant framing.  
Anchoring plays an important 
role in the integrity of the 
storefront unit

Inspection of sill pan for correct 
fasteners and approved quantity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
End dams are also critical to seal to prevent water failure in the corners, a common occurrence in stick built glazing.   An end dam is basically a piece of break metal aluminum attached to the sill pan with silicone.  End dams can get damaged when the glaziers set frames into the opening.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 End dams are also critical to 
seal to prevent water 
failure in the corners, a 
common occurrence in 
stick built glazing. An end 
dam is basically a piece of 
break metal aluminum 
attached to the sill pan with 
silicone. End dams can get 
damaged when the glaziers 
set frames into the 
opening.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
End dams are also critical to seal to prevent water failure in the corners, a common occurrence in stick built glazing.   An end dam is basically a piece of break metal aluminum attached to the sill pan with silicone.  End dams can get damaged when the glaziers set frames into the opening.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Frames are typically loaded
onto a glazier’s work van

 Depending upon the size of 
the job and van 
configuration, delivery may 
take several trips

 Sealed joints should be 
checked after transporting to 
insure that they have not 
been damaged during 
transport 

Typical glazier work truck loaded with 
storefront product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a typical work truck for glaziers.  As you can see by the photo, space to load frames is very limited.  On a project with any size, this will require multiple trips to the jobsite in order to haul and offload the entire order.  Transportation is a major contributor to dents, scratches and other damage to the aluminum.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Frames are set in openings and 
screwed into place

 Care is taken to install frames 
plumb and straight as open frames 
can get "racked" if fastened out of 
square

 Racked frames can put an 
additional load on the glass.  It can 
also compromise metal to metal 
joint seals.

Open frames are set into openings

In this picture, frames are being set on top of 
the sill pan to be screwed into place. The 
frames must be installed plumb and 
straight. Since the frames are not glazed at 
this stage, care must be taken to avoid 
"racking" the frame. A racked frame can 
cause water penetration in the future.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this picture, frames are being set on top of the sill pan to be screwed into place.  The frames must be installed plumb and straight.  Since the frames are not glazed at this stage, care must be taken to avoid "racking" the frame.  A racked frame can cause water penetration in the future.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built 

 Inspector contacted for screw 
inspection on framing members 

 Glazier waits for inspection to be 
complete

 Because the glass in an impact stick 
built system is set on top of the 
installation screws, no glass can be 
set until this inspection is complete

 Interior trades can not move on 
unitl the glass is set

The inspector will check for the type of screw used plus 
the number of fasteners in each opening. This will 
checked against shop drawings/NOA's to ensure 
compliance. The glazier must have a representative on 
site to assist the inspector because they will often ask for 
a screw to be backed out so they can verify.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The inspector will check for the type of screw used plus the number of fasteners in each opening.  This will checked against shop drawings/NOA's to ensure compliance.  The glazier must have a representative on site to assist the inspector because they will often ask for a screw to be backed out so they can verify.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Glazier loads glass on 
vans and delivers to 
jobsite

 Field glaziers bring glass to 
openings

Field installer carrying glass to an 
opening

Field workers often have to negotiate difficult obstacles 
on the jobsite with exposed edges on the glass

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carrying exposed glass around a jobsite can be very dangerous.  Impact glass can weigh 9 lbs per square foot while insulated laminated, required for the current building code, can weigh over 12 lbs per square foot.  Proper equipment should be used when handling glass on a jobsite.  Not only for safety, but replacement glass can take 2-6 weeks depending upon the glass makeup.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Carrying exposed glass around a jobsite can be very 
dangerous. Impact glass can weigh 9 lbs per square foot 
while insulated laminated, required for the current 
building code, can weigh over 12 lbs per square 
foot. Proper equipment should be used when handling 
glass on a jobsite. Not only for safety, but replacement 
glass can take 2-6 weeks depending upon the glass 
makeup.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Field installers carefully 
position the glass in the 
opening.  

 Extra caution is taken to avoid 
hitting the edges of the glass 
during this process.

 Glass is wet sealed on the 
inside and gasket is run on the 
outside

Even this simple piece of glass 
requires 3 men, 3 ladders and a lot 
of patience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even this simple piece of glass requires 3 men, 3 ladders and a lot of patience.



Delivery and Installation –
Traditional Stick Built

 Inspector contacted for 
sealant application on 
interior glass to metal

 Glazier waits for 
inspection to be 
complete.  Must have 
personnel on jobsite for 
inspections

Sealant inspection occurs after final 
glazing and gasket installation



Pre-glazed Impact Storefront 
Delivery & Installation

Pre-glazed delivery and installation process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be able to differentiate the assembly process between a pre-glazed storefront delivery system vs. stick built storefront assembly.  This section demonstrates the steps of each system through the fabrication and assembly process



Pre-glazed Storefront –
Delivery And Installation

 Pre-glazed frames are 
palletized, then strapped 
down for transport

 Strapped pallets will 
minimize product 
movement therefore 
minimizing frame racking 
or damage

Completed frames are stacked on pallets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a completed unit, impact resistant storefront frames can be stacked and palletized for delivery.  Stacking on pallets horizontally can increase the truckload capacity.



Pre-glazed Storefront –
Delivery And Installation

 Trucks are loaded with 
product on pallets.

 Product shipped flat are safer 
to transport and are less 
prone to damage during 
shipping

 Flatbeds can hold 
significantly more product 
than a glazier’s pickup truck. 
This ultimately reduces the 
glazier's expense and liability 
of hauling materials to be 
installed.

Completed frames delivered on flatbed 
truck

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delivery direct to the jobsite minimizes handling and ensures product arrives in the best condition possible.  Flatbed trucks can carry 3-5 times what an ordinary glazier truck can carry.  This ultimately reduces the glazier's expense and liability of hauling materials to be installed. 



Pre-glazed Storefront –
Delivery And Installation

• Using a moffet to offload a 
flatbed reduces potential 
injury for workers. A moffet, 
piggy backed on the flatbed 
truck, offloads palletized 
storefront

• The pallet of product is 
brought close to the 
openings in order to 
minimize product handling 
and heavy lifting

Moffet offloads pallets at a jobsite

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using a moffet to offload a flatbed reduces potential injury for workers.  The product is moved as near the openings as possible to further minimize handling and injury from strain. 



Pre-glazed Storefront –
Delivery And Installation

• Pre-glazed impact storefront 
units are brought to each 
opening

• Since the glass is captured 
within the framing system, 
there are no exposed glass 
edges to contend with.

Field glaziers carry an impact storefront 
unit to the opening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Installers lift the framed impact units off the pallets and carry to the openings.  The glass is captured in the framing system so the installers do not have to contend with the danger of exposed edges.



Pre-glazed Storefront –
Delivery And Installation

• This pre-glazed unit is 
“snapped” into the door 
jamb as it is installed into 
the opening

• Pre-glazed or unitized 
impact framing systems 
snap together when 
installing.  A bead of silicone 
is run along the edge of the 
snap seam to maintain the 
integrity of the wet seal 
system.

Field glaziers set a pre-glazed impact unit 
in the opening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Installers snap in a pre-glazed impact storefront panel.  Silicone is run along the snap joint to create a metal to metal seal between framing members.



Pre-glazed Storefront –
Delivery And Installation

• Installation screws are screwed 
through the factory pre-drilled 
holes and into the substrate.

• The glazier's main concern is 
setting the frames plumb and 
straight since the screw 
locations are pre-drilled from 
the factory

• The screws are located behind 
the glazing, away from any 
potential water penetration.

Using pre-drilled installation holes, 
glaziers anchor the pre-glazed impact 

unit



Pre-glazed Storefront –
Delivery And Installation

• The opening is now dried in
• Interior trades can commence 

their work
• Since the screw locations are 

behind the glass, screw 
inspection can occur at any 
time without holding up other 
trades. 

• This installation required only 
one trip to the jobsite before 
inspection vs a minimum of 
two trips on a stick built 
impact project

• After screw inspection, the 
glazier puts in permanent 
stops and adds glazing gasket

The installer hangs a door on a finished 
impact storefront opening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As soon as the frames are set, the opening is dried in.  Interior trades can commence work.  Since the screw locations are behind the glass, the inspector can review at any time after installation without holding up other trades.  Pre-glazed units go in extremely fast and require installers to only visit the jobsite once for installation.



Delivery & Installation – Summary

 With a pre-glazed impact storefront system, delivery and 
installation is expedited. This reduces time on the 
jobsite. Additionally, a majority of critical sealing of the 
stick built impact framing system takes place on the jobsite 
where there is a potential for less skilled tradesmen doing 
the work. Because the performance of an impact 
storefront system relies on assembly, anchoring and 
sealing, having a majority of these steps taking place in the 
factory dramatically increases the potential that the 
system will perform during an event.



Delivery & Installation –Summary

Stick-Built
 Delivered in multiple stages

 Sill pan
 Framing
Glass

 Requires multiple inspections*
 Two screw inspections
One glazing inspection

 Glass is hand carried with 
exposed edges on the jobsite

 Most of critical sealing takes 
place on the jobsite

Pre-Glazed
 Deliveries reduced due to pallet 

packaging and size of delivery 
trucks

 Minimizes handling/damage of 
product

 All critical sealing done in 
manufacturer's facility

 Once glazed units are screwed 
in, the project is dried in and 
the interior trades can 
commence work

 Only one inspection is required
 No exposed glass edges on the 

jobsite

* Dependent on municipality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a pre-glazed impact storefront system, delivery and installation is expedited.  This reduces time on the jobsite.  Additionally, a majority of critical sealing of the stick built impact framing system takes place on the jobsite where there is a potential for less skilled tradesmen doing the work.  Because the performance of an impact storefront system relies on assembly, anchoring and sealing, having a majority of these steps taking place in the factory dramatically increases the potential that the system will perform during an event.



Delivery & Installation Advantages of 
Pre-glazed Impact Storefront Systems

Field 
Advantages

Minimizes frame racking

Reduces trips to jobsite

Reduces jobsite waste

Quicker dry-in time

Lowers jobsite traffic

Eliminates open glass handling 
on jobsite

Reduces field labor

Increases jobsite safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the time and safety improvements, product integrity is greater with a pre-glazed impact storefront system.



Jobsite Safety 
& Liability

Be able to explain to General Contractors the 
time, jobsite safety and liability advantages of a 
pre-glazed impact storefront delivery system3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be able to differentiate the delivery and installation process between a pre-glazed storefront delivery system vs. Stick built storefront assembly



Time Savings

 Pre-glazed impact storefront systems can save time when 
planned correctly
Delivery by the manufacturer reduces multiple trips by glazier in a 

work van.  Glazier’s time is spent installing vs. transporting product
Installing completed units saves considerable time over traditional 

frame installation, screw inspection, glass installation
Once pre-glazed units are installed, the project is dried-in and 

interior trades can commence their work
Projects where openings can be guaranteed will allow for pre-glazed 

units to be fabricated in advance of the schedule.



Jobsite Safety

 Pre-glazed impact storefront units delivered and offloaded 
by the manufacturer greatly reduces injury potential when 
handling aluminum or glass.
Less trips to the jobsite creates less jobsite traffic
Handling of large units by manufacturer using a piggy back forklift 

(moffet) to remove products, reduces worker injury potential
Pre-glazed units have no exposed glass edges, thereby reducing 

potential glass-handling injuries
There is little debris associated with pre-glazed storefront units 

which minimizes risk that can be caused by excess trash on a project



Liabilities

 Pre-glazed units can reduce potential liabilities 
Using skilled manufacturer employees to seal and glaze products greatly 

improves the odds against water penetration

When fabrication is done by the manufacturer, proper fasteners are used.  
This ensures that the product will perform as needed.

Pre-drilling of screw locations in the frames minimizes the opportunity for a 
field glazier to miss critical anchoring when installing

Pre-glazed units are manufactured by one party vs. stick build where the 
manufacturer provides aluminum, glass comes from another provider and 
the glazier is responsible for the sealing.  Should there be a problem, 
pinning down the responsible party can be difficult.

Having glazing installed in a timely fashion can minimize penalties 
associated with project delays

As stated on the jobsite safety page, pre-glazed units reduce potential 
liabilities associated with subcontractors on the jobsite.



Cost, time and value 
differences between stick-built 

and pre-glazed

Be able to evaluate cost and value differences between 
pre-glazed storefront delivery system and stick built 
assembly including product integrity, handling and 
transportation, safety and speed of installation4



Cost Differences – Pre-glazed Vs. Stick 
Built Impact Storefront Systems

On the surface, pre-glazed units would appear to be more 
expensive than purchasing a stick built system.  However, once the 
glazier properly accounts for all the expenses that they will incur for 
a stick built system, pre-glazed will come out ahead.  Here are 
expenses that the glazier needs to account for:

1. Shop labor – for assembly of units
2. Silicone – for sealing joints and waterproofing units 
3. Waste – Cutting material from stock lengths will create waste.  If the metal is not 

optimized, this can be a significant cost.
4. Inventory – surplus aluminum material will sit on the glazier’s racks waiting for 

another project of the same finish.
5. Trips to the jobsite – Stick built assembly and installation has proven to result in 

more trips to the jobsite.  Fuel and labor expenses for travel can mount up.
6. Installation labor – Multiple trips for installing frames and subsequently 

installing glass
7. Glazing labor and expense – applying the final glazing bead at a jobsite is 

certainly more expensive than applying to a framed unit in a manufacturing 
facility



Time Differences – Pre-glazed Vs. Stick 
Built Impact Storefront Systems

When pre-glazed, unitized systems first came out, opponents 
pointed out that stick built was faster.  Here are some 
considerations:

 Stick built impact storefront
 Stick built - can get metal quickly (1-2 weeks), cut, fab and stick in openings fast.  

Where opening sizes are unknown prior to construction, this can make sense
 Stick built - still has to wait for glass.  They typically don't order until all frames are 

made.  Today's demand for impact glass has extended lead times incrementally, 
wiping out any advantage for stick built

 Stick built requires a lot more time on the jobsite, especially if field fabricated.
 Pre-glazed impact storefront

 Pre-glazed can greatly benefit from guaranteed openings.  It is possible to have 
product on the jobsite waiting to be installed if the opening dimensions are known.  

 The glass for pre-glazed units is typically ordered as soon as the order is placed.  
Manufacturers that make both the aluminum systems and produce glass have total 
control of the process.

 Install time is dramatically reduced using pre-glazed product



Value Differences Between Pre-glazed Vs. 
Stick Built Impact Storefront System

Pricing for both methods is comparable.  However, pre-
glazed adds significant value to the end user

Product integrity
Properly manufactured in a controlled environment
Assembled per product specifications
One source for warranty

Speed of installation
Faster dry-in

Handling and transportation
Less damage to the product during transport
Safer handling of product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The biggest value difference is the performance of the product.  A stick built impact system relies on too many sealing steps and potential installer error.  Impact systems are purchased to protect the contents and inhabitants of a structure.  It is critical that the systems are fabricated and installed as specified.



Value Differences Between Pre-glazed Vs. 
Stick Built Impact Storefront System Cont.

Pre-glazed can also add value in terms of the construction 
stage

Safety
Potential of reduced injuries
Less jobsite traffic

Speed of installation
Quicker dry-in 

Handling and transportation
Less damage to the product
Safer handling of product on the jobsite

Less delays caused by failed inspections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The biggest value difference is the performance of the product.  A stick built impact system relies on too many sealing steps and potential installer error.  Impact systems are purchased to protect the contents and inhabitants of a structure.  It is critical that the systems are fabricated and installed as specified.



Course Summary

By now the participants should have gained a basic 
understanding of:
 The differentiate between a hurricane-resistant (impact) pre-glazed 

storefront system vs. stick built storefront assembly process

 Be able to differentiate between a hurricane-resistant (impact) pre-
glazed storefront system vs. stick built storefront delivery and 
installation process

 Be able to explain to General Contractors the time, jobsite safety and 
liability advantages of a pre-glazed storefront delivery system

 Be able to evaluate cost and value differences between pre-glazed 
storefront delivery system and stick built assembly including product 
integrity, handling and transportation, safety and speed of installation



Questions For The Next Ten Minutes

 This concludes the course material.

 The following ten minutes will be for taking a 
short exam. You must complete the exam with 
an 80% or higher in order to receive credit.

 Please make sure and print your certificates of 
completion either for AIA/CES or for state MCE 
credit. Remember if you are an AIA member 
Architect-Forum will report credits to the AIA 
CES on your behalf.



This continuing education program is 
sponsored and provided to you due to 
the professional courtesy of: 

© 2022. The material contained in 
this continuing education program 
belongs to Aldora Aluminum and 
Glass Products Inc.. Questions or 
concerns about the program content 
need to be addressed with the 
program instructor.

AIA-AAG08-W4

Aldora Aluminum and 
Glass Products Inc.
11500 Miramar Parkway
Suite 300 Miramar FL 33025
Phone: 954.784.6900
www.Aldora-Architectural.com
Contact Us: Contact Form

AIA accredited course

This concludes the continuing education program.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!

III
Pre-glazed Impact Storefront 

Delivery System IV

http://www.aldora-architectural.com/
http://www.aldora-architectural.com/contact/


Quiz Instructions

 In order for you to get credit for this program 
you must successfully complete the following 
short exam.

 Pass for this exam is 80% or higher.
 Please make sure and print your certificates of 

completion either for AIA/CES or for state MCE 
credit.

 Please print your Certificate of Completion 
upon successful completion. You can print the 
certificate from your A-F transcript any time 
after completion.

If your colleagues can benefit from this course, please let them know. Feel free to 
revisit the Architect-Forum LMS eLearning System to take additional courses.



Accessing the Course Exam

Don’t forget to print your AIA Certificate of Completion. Architect-Forum will process all 
AIA credits on your behalf. If you forget to print the certificate you can access from your 
Architect-Forum Transcript Center.

Take Exam

If you need help please email, call or use 
our online chat support.
If you need to see our help page please 
click here.
Note: Cookies and JavaScript must me 
enabled in your browser, see help link to 
make sure its set on your browser.

To complete the course and get credit you must 
successfully complete the short course exam with an 
80% or higher. Please click on the Test Button below to 
get started.

You must log into our website before taking the exam. (When 
taking the exam from the PDF.) After pressing on the link below, 
on the landing page please scroll down and press on the "Start 
test" Button to access the course exam.

Take Test From PDF Instructions

https://www.architect-forum.com/player.php?course_id=320&ext_link=1
mailto:katherine@architect-forum.com?subject=I%20have%20a%20question%20about%20Aldora's%20AIA%20Course
https://architect-forum.com/info.php?id=11
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